
Unit 5 AP World History

The Age of Exploration and World 
Collide:  1450-1750







Chapter 22
• P 480  What took place between 1400 and 1800?

• P 481  What were the reasons for exploration?(3)

• P 481  What became unsafe and why?

• P 482  What religion was spread?

• P 482  How did sailing improve?

• P 482  How did long distance sailing change?

• P 484  How was Prince Henry important?

• P 484  What was reached in 1488?

• P 485  What nation began long distance trade around      
Africa?

• P 485  Who supported Columbus?

• P 487  What was believed by Magellan?
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• P 489  Who began to sail into the Pacific?(3)

• P 489  Who died in Hawaii after three expeditions?

• P 489  What was the main goal of the Portuguese?

• P 491  How did Portugal’s size hurt them?

• P 491  What two nations began to establish ports in Asia?

• P 492  What allowed English investors to profit?

• P 493  What two islands were conquered by Europeans?

• P 494  What did Spanish colonization in the Philippines    

revolve around?(2)

• P 494  What did many Filipinos convert to?

• P 495  What was Russia increasingly doing?

• P 495  What regions fell under Russian control?
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• P 498  What did some native Siberians convert to?

• P 498  Who became the dominant European nation in the 
Indian Ocean?

• P 498  What conflict spilled into the Caribbean and 
America?

• P 498  What nations were allied with each other?

• P 499  How did the Columbian exchange effect population?

• P 500  How did the Columbian exchange increase the 
population?

• P 501  What good increased European diets?

• P 502  What was encouraged by the merchants?

• P 502  Where was the demand for silver high?

• P 503  What did Europeans trade in return?

• P 503  What kind of animals became desired?
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Through laziness and cowardice a large part of mankind, even after 

nature has freed them from alien guidance, gladly remain immature.  It 

is because of laziness and cowardice that it is so easy for others to 

usurp the role of guardians.  It is so comfortable to be a minor!  If I 

have a book which provides meaning for me, a pastor who has 

conscience for me, a doctor who will judge my diet for me and so on, 

then I do not need to think; if I can pay, others will take over the 

tedious job for me.  The guardians who have kindly undertaken the 

supervision will see to it that by far the largest part of mankind, 

including the entire “beautiful sex,” should consider the step into 

maturity, not only as difficult but as very dangerous...

But it is more nearly possible for a public to enlighten itself: 

this is even inescapable if only the public is given its freedom...

All that is required for this enlightenment is freedom; and 

particularly the least harmful of all that may be called freedom, 

namely, the freedom for man to make public use of his reason in all 

matters...

Immanuel Kant, philosopher known for his analysis of the human 

mind(1781) What is Enlightenment?



Chapter 23-Origins of Global Interdependence

• P 508  What did Martin Luther attack?

• P 509  What did Luther call for?

• P 509  How was the Protestant and Catholic church 
divided in Europe?

• P 509  How was the English reformation different?

• P 510  What did Calvin stress?

• P 510  What did the Catholic church do because of the 
Reformation movement?

• P 510  What was demanded by Church authorities?

• P 510  What did Christians hunt for?

• P 511  Who was largely convicted of witchcraft?

• P 512  Where did the Holy Roman Empire extend its 
power?

• P 513  How was Europe different from China, India, and 
other lands?



How does it happen that the popes pretend that they form the 

Church, when, all the while, they are bitter enemies of the Church, 

and have no knowledge, certainly no comprehension, of the holy 

gospel?  Pope, cardinals, bishops, not a soul of them has read the 

Bible; it is a book unknown to them.  They are a pack of guzzling, 

gluttonous wretches, rich, wallowing in wealth and laziness, resting 

secure in their power, and never, for a moment, thinking of 

accomplishing God’s will.

Kings and princes coin money only out of metals, but the 

pope coins money out of everything—indulgences, ceremonies, 

dispensation, pardons; all fish come to his net...

In Italy, the monasteries are very wealthy.  There are but 

three or four monks to each; the surplus of their revenues goes to the 

pope and his cardinals.

Martin Luther, the leader of the protestant reformation(1510s) Table 

Talk



Most times, the young do not appreciate the welfare of the family. 

Perhaps it seems to them that by bowing to matrimony they will 

lose much of their freedom in life.  Perhaps they are overcome at 

times and caught in the clutches of a woman they love, as the comic 

poets are pleased to portray them.  Perhaps the young find it most 

annoying having to maintain themselves, and therefore think that 

providing for a wife and children in addition to themselves is an 

overwhelming and hateful burden and are afraid they cannot 

properly take care of the needs which keep pace with the family’s 

growth.  Because of this, they consider the marriage bed too 

bothersome and avoid their duty honestly to enlarge the family.  

For these reasons, we must convince the young to marry by using 

reason, persuasion, rewards, and all other arguments so that the 

family may not be reduced to few members, which as we said, is a 

most unfortunate condition, but grow in glory and the number of 

its young...

Leon Battista Alberti, educated scholar son of a wealthy Florence 

merchant(1443), Book of the Family
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• P 514 Who was fearful of a strong Christian empire?

• P 514  What nations held standing armies?

• P 514  Why did the Spanish Inquisition take place?

• P 515  What government formed in England and 
Netherlands?

• P 515  Who eventually restored power  after the English 
Civil War?

• P 517  How did the French monarchy operate?

• P 517  Where was the court moved to?

• P 518  What dynasty ruled Russia for 300 years?

• P 518  What did Peter try and do with Russia?

• P 521  Why did non European nations not seek military 
improvements?



The state of Monarchy is the supremest thing upon earth; for 

kings are not only God’s lieutenants upon earth and sit upon 

God’s throne, but even by God himself they are called gods.  

There be thee principle similitudes that illustrate the state of 

Monarchy: one take out of the Word of God and the other two 

out of the grounds of policy and philosophy.  In the Scriptures 

kings are called gods, and so their power after a certain 

relation compared to the Divine power.  Kings are also 

compared to the fathers of families, for a king is truly parents 

patriae, the politic father of his people.  And lastly, kings are 

compared to the head of his microcosm of the body of man.

James I, The Monarch of England following the reign of 

Queen Elizabeth(1603), The Powers of the Monarch in 

England



Now concerning the ancient rights of the subjects of this 

realm, chiefly consisting in the privileges of this House of 

Parliament, the misinformation openly delivered to your 

majesty hath been in three things:

First, That we held not privileges of right, but of 

grace only, renewed every Parliament by way of donature

upon petition, and so to be limited.

Second, That we are no Court of Record, nor yet a 

Court that can command view of records, but that our 

proceedings here are only to acts and memorials, and that 

the attendance with the records is courtesy, not duty.

Thirdly and lastly, that the examination of the 

return of writs for knights and burgesses is without our 

compass, and due to the Chancery.

The House of Commons, statements issued to James 

I(1604), The Powers of Parliament in England



It is sufficiently known in all the lands which the Almighty has 
placed under our rule, that since our accession to the throne all 
our efforts and intentions have tended to govern this realm in 
such a way that all of our subjects should, through our care for the 
general good, become more and more prosperous.  For this end 
we have always tried to maintain internal order, to defend the 
State against invasion, and in every possible way to improve and 
to extend trade.  With this purpose we have been compelled to 
make some necessary and salutary changes in the administration, 
in order that our subjects might more easily gain a knowledge of 
matters of which  they were before ignorant, and become more 
skillful in their commercial relations.  We have therefore given 
orders, made dispositions, and founded institutions indispensable 
for increasing our trade with foreigners, and shall do the same in 
the future.

Peter the Great, decree for change in Russia(1702), Decree on the 
Invitation of Foreigners



Peter The Great and the Nobility
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• P 522  What happened to cities because of the population 

growth?

• P 522  Who began to make production decisions?

• P 522  What was published by the banks?

• P 525  What happened to the rural life and material 
standards?

• P 525  What happened when serfdom ended in Western 
Europe?

• P 525  What were the witch hunts a reflection of?

• P 526  What became more of a consideration in marriages?

• P 527  What was proven about universe?

• P 527  How was it proven the earth revolved?

• P 529  In the 1600-1700s what subjects advanced?

• P 529  How was science related to government?



How good to be a woman, how much better to be a man!

Maidens and wenches, remember the lesson you’re about to hear.

Don’t hurtle yourself into marriage far to soon.

They saying goes: “Where’s your spouse?  Where’s your honor?”

But one who earns her board and clothes

Shouldn’t scurry to suffer a man’s rod.

So much for my advice, because I suspect—

Nay, see it sadly proven day by day—

‘T happens all the time!

However rich in goods a girl might be,

Her marriage ring will shackle her for life.

If however she stays single

With purity and spotlessness foremost,

Then she is lord as well as lady. Fantastic,

Though wedlock I do not decry:

Unyoked is best!  Happy the woman without a man.

Anna Bijins, daughter of an Antwerp, Netherlands tailor and sister to a 

woman who was not happily married(1500s) Unyoked is best!  Happy the 

woman without a man



Chapter 24:  New Worlds: America to Oceania

• P 537  What did the Spanish quickly discover about 
Hispaniola?

• P 538  Who did the mining?

• P 538  What were the Tainos encouraged to become?

• P 538  What happened to many/most of the Tainos?

• P 539  Who established colonies in hopes of establishing 
plantations?

• P 540  What aided the Spanish in defeating the Aztecs & 
Incas?

• P 541  Who replaced the soldiers for ruling the new 
colonies?

• P 541  Why did the Royal government have limited power?

• P 541  Where did colonists prefer to live?



The Colonial Class System

Peninsulares

Creoles

Mestizos Mulattos

Native Indians Black Slaves
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• P 542  Why did Portuguese claim Brazil?

• P 543  What was grown in Brazil?

• P 543  Where did the French and English establish 

colonies?

• P 544  Why were many of the colonies established?

• P 544  How was the occupation of land justified?

• P 545  How did the population reflect the colonization 

patterns?

• P 546  What became common in Brazil?

• P 546  How were the migration patterns of English and 

French different from Spanish?

• P 546  How did English view natives?
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• P 547  Which was more valuable, gold or silver?

• P 547  What happened to many who were forced to 
work?

• P 548  How was silver important to world trade?

• P 548  What was advanced to natives?

• P 548  How did this benefit the Spanish?

• P 549  Who was brought to Brazil to farm?

• P 549  Why was there a constant demand for slaves?

• P 550  What good was produced in Virginia and 
Carolina?

• P 551  Who became permanent workers in North 
America?

• P 552  What was the role of missionaries?

• P 552  What did many natives do with Christianity?



Whereas, it has become evident through long experience that 

nothing has sufficed to bring the said chiefs and Indians to a 

knowledge of our Faith, since by nature they are inclined to idleness 

and vice, and have no manner of virtue or doctrine, and that the 

principal obstacle in the way of correcting their vices and having 

them profit by and impressing them with the doctrine is that their 

dwellings are remote from the settlements of the Spaniards who go 

hence to reside in the said island, because, although at the time the 

Indians go to serve them they are indoctrinated in and taught the 

things of our Faith, after serving they return to their dwellings 

where, because of the distance and their own evil inclinations, they 

immediately forget what they have been taught and go back to their 

customary idleness and vice...

Exerpt from a set of laws developed at Burgos, Spain for the legal 

system for Spanish America(1512), Laws of Burgos: The Spanish 

Colonize Central and South America
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• P 554  What were the Dutch the first to do?

• P 555  How were the indigenous people of Australia 

viewed?

• P 555 Who settled in Australia at first?

• P 555  What islands attracted the Spanish?

• P 557 What happened more and more with the Pacific 

Islands?



...So was this business begun between the 25th and 26th of February in the year 

1643: I remained that night at the governor’s, sitting up.  I went and sat in the 

kitchen, when, about midnight, I heard a great shrieking, and I ran to the 

ramparts of the fort, and looked over to Pavonia.  Saw nothing but firing, and 

heard the shrieks of the Indians murdered in their sleep.  I returned again to the 

house by the fire.  Having sat there awhile, there came an Indian with his squaw, 

whom I knew well, and who lived about an hour’s walk from my house, and told 

me that they two had fled in a small skiff; that they had betaken themselves to 

Pavonia; that the Indians from Fort Orange has surprised them; and that they 

had come conceal themselves in the fort.  I told them that they must go away 

immediately; that there was no occasion for them to come to the fort to conceal 

themselves; that they who had killed their people at Pavonia were not Indians, but 

the Swannekens, as they call the Dutch, had done it...When it was day, the soldiers 

returned to the fort, having massacred or murdered eighty Indians, and 

considering they had done a deed of Roman valor...

David Pietersz de Vries, Dutch colonizer of North America(1643), Voyages from 

Holland to America: The Dutch Colonize North America



Ch 25-Africa and the Atlantic World

• P 562  What empire replaced the Ghana Empire?

• P 563  What was built to oversee affairs?

• P 563  What religion were the leaders?

• P 565  Who began to interfere via trade?

• P 565  What did the Kongo kings convert to and why?

• P 565  Why did relations with Kongo decline?

• P 564  What did the Swahili trade for?

• P 567  What did Europeans do to gain an economic 

advantage?

• P 567  Who began to colonize South Africa?

• P 567  What two religions became popular?



Moreover, Sir, in our Kingdoms there is another great inconvenience 

which is of little service to God, and this is that many of our people, 

keenly desirous as they are of the wares and things of your Kingdoms, 

which are brought here by your people, and in order to satisfy their 

voracious appetite, seize many of our people, freed and exempt men, 

and very often it happens that they kidnap even noblemen and the 

sons of noblemen, and our relatives, and take them to be sold to the 

white men who are in our Kingdoms; and for this purpose they have 

concealed them; and others are brought during the night so that they 

might not be recognized.

And so soon as they are taken by the white men they are 

immediately ironed and branded with fire, and when they are carried 

to be embarked (on ships), if they are caught by our guards’ men the 

whites allege that they have bought them but they cannot say from 

whom, so that it is our duty to do justice and to restore to the freemen 

their freedom, but it cannot be done if your subjects feel offended, as 

they claim to be.

Nzinga Mbemba(Alfonso I), leader of the Kongo and a Catholic(1526), 

Letters to the king of Portugal
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• P 567-68  How was African Islam different?

• P 568  How were missionaries viewed?

• P 569  What crops arrived in Africa?

• P 569  What happened to the African population?

• P 569  Who fell into the ranks of slavery?

• P 571  How was African slavery different?

• P 571  What could a slave do in African society?

• P 571  What were the 3 parts to Triangular Trade?

• P 572  What was the worst part?

• P 573  What region escaped the slave trade?

• P 573-76  Who was especially vulnerable to the slave trade?

• P 576  What happened to the ratio of males to females in 
Africa?

• P 577  What were the main crops by the 18th Century?



Not a few in our country fondly imagine that parents here 

sell their children, men their wives, and one brother the other.  But 

those who think so, do deceive themselves; for this never happens on 

any other account but that of necessity, or some great crime; but 

most of the slaves that are offered to us, are prisoners of war, which 

are sold by the victors as their booty.

When these slaves come to Fida, they are put in prison all 

together; and when we treat concerning buying them, they are all 

brought out together in a large plain; where, by our surgeons, whose 

province it is, they are thoroughly examined, even to the smallest 

member, and that naked, both men and women, without the least 

distinction or modesty.  Those that are approved as good, are set on 

one side; and the lame or faulty are set by as invalids, which are here 

called mackrons; these are such as are above five and thirty years 

old, or are maimed in the arms, legs, or feet; have lost a tooth, are 

grey-haired, or have films over they eyes; as well as all those which 

are affected with any venereal distemper, or several other diseases.

William Bosman, a chief agent for the Dutch West India Company 

on the African coast(1721), Slave Trade
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• P 577  What was planted on the farms?

• P 578  What was encouraged in plantations of North 

America?

• P 578  Where was the only successful slave revolt?

• P 579  What religion did the slaves draw inspiration?

• P 580  What helped to stimulate the abolitionist cause?

• P 580  What was abolished in the early 19th Century?



• Chinese Empires
• Done to song

•

• Xia, Shang, Zhou, Qin, Han
• Xia, Shang, Zhou, Qin, Han

•

• Sui, Tang, Song
• Sui, Tang, Song

•

• Yuan, Ming, Qing
• Yuan, Ming, Qing

•

• Mao Tse Tung, Mao Tse Tung



Ch 26–Tradition and change in East 
Asia

• P586  What did the Ming do to protect their realm?

• P 587  What did the Ming attempt to do with the Mongol 

past?

• P 587  What was restored?

• P 587  How did the Ming emperors live?

• P 587  What happened as government workers gained 

wealth?

• P 588  Who assisted the Ming in the peasant revolts?

• P 588  What dynasty originated in Northeast China?

• P 588  Why did generals desert the Ming?

• P 589  What did the Manchu forbid?
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• P 589  What island was conquered?

• P 590  What did the civil service tests provide for all males?

• P 590 Who were children to be loyal to?

• P 591  What did government positions mean to the clan?

• P 592  How were girls viewed by the family?

• P 592  What became popular, esp among the wealthy?

• P 592  What could women not do?

• P 593  How were American crops introduced?

• P 594  How did the Chinese economy benefit?

• P 594  What did the Chinese produce?

• P 595  Who was able to trade with China on a continual 
basis?

• P 596  During the Ming what had slowed?

• P 596  What was favored over technological advancement?



As for the border markets in the northwest and the maritime markets 

in the southeast, we should compare their profits and losses, and their 

advantages and disadvantages...The markets on the border began by 

dealing in silks adulterated with ramie, but today they deal in 

brocades(lustrous silk).  Horses are all that the tribal chieftains trade in 

return.  I think that if China exchanged adulterated silk for broken 

horses, the profit is still on our side.  They carry it off and no harm 

comes to it.  Today however we sell our brocaded silk.  Once they take 

the gold thread and go, they never return it.  When the tribesmen get 

the silk worn in China for useless hacks, doesn’t that go against 

common sense?

In the southeast, the various foreigners gain profits from our 

Chinese goods, and China also gains profits from the foreigners’ goods. 

Trading what we have for what we lack is China’s intention in 

trade...Why shrink from doing so?  You might say, “The foreigners 

frequently invade, the situation is such that we cannot do business with 

them.” But you don’t understand that the foreigners will not do 

without their profits from China, just as we cannot do without our 

profits from them.  Prohibit this, keep them from contact, and how can 

you avoid their turning to piracy?

Zhang Han, A Ming official from a family of merchants(late 1500s) On 

Merchants
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• P 596 Who received special legal treatment?

• P 596 Who received little legal protection?

• P 597 How was China different from Europe?

• P 598 What were most urban residents 
lacking?

• P 598 What religion disappeared from China 
after the plague?

• P 599 Why were Chinese hesitant to adopt 
Christianity?

• P 599 What took place between the Chinese 
government and the Pope?



The complaint was written out that same day and signed with twenty-
seven signatures.

“Matthew Ricci, Giovanni Soerio, Emmanuele Dias, and 
certain other foreigners from western kingdoms, men who are guilty of 
high treason against the throne, are scattered amongst us, in five 
different provinces.  They are continually communicating with each 
other and are here and there practicing brigandage on the rivers, 
collecting money, and then distributing it to multitudes.  They are 
frequently visited by the Magistrates, by the high nobility and by the 
Military Prefects, with whom they have entered into a secret pact, 
binding unto death.

These men teach that we should pay no respect to the images 
of our ancestors, a doctrine which is destined to extinguish the love of 
future generations for their forebears.  Some of them break up the 
idols, leaving the temples empty and the gods to be pitied, without any 
patronage.  In the beginning they lived in small houses, but by this they 
have bought up large and magnificent residences.  The doctrine they 
teach is something infernal.  It attracts the ignorant into its fraudulent 
meshes, and great crowds of this class are continually assembled at 
their houses.”

Matteo Ricci, A Jesuit missionary in China(1607) Journals
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• P 600  What did the Shogun govern?

• P 600  What was encouraged between daimyo families?

• P 601  What was not allowed and was punishable by 

death?

• P 601  What happened to the population in the 17-1800s?

• P 602  What happened to the power of the daimyo and 

samurai?

• P 603  What was the most influential philosophical system?

• P 604  How did outsiders become viewed?

• P 604  Why was Christianity forbidden in Japan?

• P 605  What happened to many Christians?



• I now come to the trade of Cambay...All the trade in 
Cambay is in the hands of the heathen.  Their general 
designation is Gujarantees, and then they are divided into 
various races–Banians, Bramans, and Pataars...They are 
men who understand merchandise; they are so properly 
steeped in the sound and harmony of it, that the Gujaratees
say that any offense connected with merchandise is 
pardonable...They are diligent, quick men in trade.  They do 
their accounts with figures like ours and with our very 
writing.  They are men who do not give away anything that 
belongs to them, nor do they want anything that belongs to 
anyone else; wherefore they have been esteemed in Cambay 
up to the present, practicing their idolatry, because they 
enrich the kingdom greatly with the said trade.  There are 
also some Cairo merchants settled in Cambay, and many 
Khorasans and Guilan from Aden and Ormuz, all of whom 
do a great trade in the seaport towns of Cambay...

•

• Tome Pires, an explorer to the Portuguese Royal 
family(1510), The Suma Oriental



...Generation after generation men have taken their livelihood from 

tilling the soil, or devised and manufactured tools, or produced profit 

from mutual trade, so that people’s needs were satisfied.  Thus the 

occupation of farmer, artisan, and merchant necessarily grew up as 

complementary to one another.  However, the samurai eats food 

without growing it, uses utensils without manufacturing them, and 

profits without buying or selling.  What is the justification for 

this?...The samurai is one who does not cultivate, does not 

manufacture, and does not engage in trade, but it cannot be that he 

has no function at all as a samurai.  He who satisfied his needs without 

performing any function at all would more properly be called an idler.  

Therefore, one must devote all one’s mind to the detailed examination 

of one’s calling.

...The samurai dispenses with the business of the farmer, artisan, and 

merchant and confines himself to practicing this Way; should there be 

someone in the three classes of the common people who transgresses 

against these moral principles, the samurai summarily punishes him 

and thus upholds proper moral principles in the land.

Yamaga Soko, A Japanese intellectual(late 1600s) The Way of the 

Samurai



From her earliest youth a girl should observe the line of 

demarkation separating women from men, and never, even for 

an instant, should she be allowed to see or hear the least 

impropriety.  The customs of antiquity did not allow men and 

women to sit in the same apartment, to keep their wearing 

apparel in the same place, to bathe in the same place, or to 

transmit to each other anything directly from hand to hand...It 

is written likewise in the Lesser Learning that a woman must 

form no friendship and no intimacy except when ordered to do 

so by her parents or by middlemen. Even at the peril of her life 

must she harden her heart like rock or metal and observe the 

rule of propriety.

Ekiken Kaibara, a Japanese female intellectual(17th Century), 

Greater Learning for Women



The Japanese do not, however, hold in equal esteem the 

virtue of their daughters and sisters; or rather they take no 

account of this at all.  Indeed it often happens that a girl’s 

own father, mother, or brothers– without any feeling of 

shame on the part of any of those concerned– will without 

hesitation sell her as a prostitute before she is married, for 

a few pence, under the pressure of poverty, which is very 

severely felt throughout the whole country.  And this 

poverty is the cause of the most shameless immorality–an 

immorality which is gross and which takes such different 

and unusual forms, to pass belief.

Francesco Carletti, an explorer from Florence(1597-98), 

Women and Poverty in Japan



1.  Japanese ships are strictly forbidden to leave for foreign countries.

2.  No Japanese is permitted to go abroad.  If there is anyone who 

attempts to do so secretly, he must be executed.  The ship so involved 

must be impounded and it owner arrested, an the matter must be 

reported to the higher authority.

3. If any Japanese returns from overseas after residing there, he must 

be put to death.

4.  If there is any place where the teachings of the Catholic priests is 

practiced, the two of you must order a thorough investigation.

7.  If there are any Southern Barbarians who propagate the teachings 

of the priests, or otherwise commit crimes, they may be incarcerated 

in the prison...

10.  Samurai are not permitted to purchase any goods originating 

from foreign ships directly from Chinese merchants in Nagasaki.

Tokugawa Iemitsu, The shogun of Japan(1635) Closed Country Edict 

of 1635



Question: There is a minor girl whose brother married her off, and she 

came of age and chose annulment in her “coming-of-age” choice.  Her 

husband claimed that her brother had acted as the agent of her father 

and she does not have a choice.  She then claimed that (her brother) 

married her off during (her father’s) brief absence on a journey.  If the 

husband provides evidence for her claim, is her choice canceled or not?  

If he does not have evidence, and want her oath on that, must she swear 

an oath?

Answer: Yes, if the husband proves his claim, then her choice is 

canceled...Only the father’s and grandfather’s marriage arrangement 

cannot be canceled...(and) if the marriage was arranged by way of a 

proxy for her father, then she has no choice.  If the marriage was 

arranged as a result of the brother’s guardianship, then she has a 

choice.

Khayr al-Din Ramli, studied law at Cairo(1650s), Legal opinions



Ch 27–The Islamic Empires
• P 610  How long did the Ottoman Empire last?
• P 610  What made up the Ottoman army at first?
• P 611  What was required of Christian boys?
• P 611  What city became the Ottoman capital?
• P 611  Who was taken over by Shah Ismail?
• P 613  Who became a major enemy to Shah Ismail and what 

happened when Selim became ruler?
• P 614  Who sought European assistance against the 

Ottomans?
• P 614  How was the Mughal Empire different?
• P 615  What was tolerated in India?
• P 615  What was encouraged religiously?
• P 616  Why was a tax imposed on Hindus?
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• P 617  Rulers of Islam were encouraged to do what?

• P 617  How were women important to the Ottoman, 
Safavid, and Mughal?

• P 618  What crops were introduced by European 
merchants?

• P 618  How was the loss in population reflected?

• P 619  Who acquired special trading rights?

• P 619  Who did the Mughals trade with?

• P 620  What was not the reason Muslims conquered the 
territories?

• P 621  What was not popular with many Muslims?

• P 622  What was built under Shah Jahan?

• P 624  Why did the Empires decline?

• P 624  What happened under the Safavids to Sunnis?



The persons thus put in possession of the land whether as timariots, 

governors, or contractors, have an authority almost absolute over the 

peasantry, and nearly as much over the artisans and merchants of the 

towns and villages within their district; and nothing can be imagined 

more cruel and oppressive than the manner in which it is exercised.  

There is no one before whom the injured peasant, artisan, or 

tradesman can pour out his just complaints; no great lords, 

parliaments, or judges of local courts exist, as in France, to restrain 

the wickedness of those merciless oppressors, and the Kadis, or 

judges, are not invested with sufficient power to redress the wrongs of 

these unhappy people. This sad abuse of royal authority may not be 

felt in the same degree near capital cities such as Dehly and Agra, or 

in the vicinity of large towns and seaports, because in those places 

acts of gross injustice cannot easily be concealed from the court.

Francois Bernier, A French physician who traveled much of Mid-East 

and India and lived in Mogul for 12 years(1670), Travels in the Mogul 

Empire: Politics and Society in India



In all that great assembly no single man owed his dignity to anything but his 

personal merits and bravery; no one is distinguished from the rest by his birth, 

and honor is paid to each man according to the nature of the duty and offices 

which he discharges.  Thus there is no struggle for precedence, every man 

having his place assigned to him in virtue of the function which he performs.  

The Sultan himself assigns to all their duties and offices, and in doing so pays 

no attention to wealth or the empty claims of rank, and takes no account of any 

influence or popularity which a candidate  may possess; he only considers 

merit and scrutinizes the character, natural ability, and disposition of each.  

Thus each man is rewarded according to his deserts, and offices are filled by 

men capable of performing them.  In Turkey every man has it in his power to 

make what he will of the position into which his is born and of his fortune in 

life.  Those who hold the highest posts under the Sultan are very often the sons 

of shepherds and herdsmen, and, so far from being ashamed of their birth, they 

make it a subject of boasting, and the less they owe to their forefathers and to 

the accident of birth, the greater is the pride which they feel.

Ghiselin de Busbecq, A Flemish nobleman and diplomat(1555), The Ottoman 

Social Order
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• P 625  By the late 18th Century what happened to the 

Ottoman shipyards?

• P 625  How did the Muslims view Europe?

• P 626  What ban was lifted in the 1700s?

• P 626  When did the printing press gain popularity in 

Indian society?


